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ABSTRACT: Fire is one of the major disaster elements in the globe, especially it is caused in the remote or forest 
surroundings. It is trying to perform crisis scheduling for battling forest fires subject to constrained safeguard assets 
(that is, vehicles with fire motors), since dousing each fire point should consider different elements, for example, the 
genuine fire spreading speed, remove from fire motor warehouse to fire focuses, putting out fires speed of fire motors, 
and the quantity of dispatched vehicles. This system explores a bi-target protect vehicle scheduling issue for multi-
point forest fires, which plans to ideally dispatch a predetermined number of fire motors to douse fires. The targets are 
to limit the aggregate fire stifling time and the quantity of dispatched fire motors. we propose a computerized 
mechanical framework where it consequently faculties an event of fire. The robot takes controlling segment 
independent from anyone else in light of the client predefined summon. By utilizing camera it will persistently 
observing If any fire mishap happen or not. Regardless of whether any fire mishap happens it will consequently enact a 
water splashing instrument. The framework gives a robotized fire checking and leeway framework. 
 
KEYWORDS: Emergency Scenarios, Forest Fire, Safety measures, Optimized Scheduling, Multi-Objective 
Scheduling. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Robotic-technology is one of the quickest developing designing fields of today. Robots are intended to expel 
the human factor from work concentrated or unsafe work and furthermore to act in difficult to reach condition. The 
utilization of robots is more typical today than any other time in recent memory and it is never again only utilized by 
the overwhelming generation enterprises. The need 

 
Fire extinguisher Robot that can distinguish and stifle a fire without anyone else is long past due. With the 

development of such a gadget, individuals and property can be spared at a significantly higher rate with moderately 
insignificant harm caused by the fire. The proposed framework here conquers the drawbacks clarified by the current 
framework.  
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Fig.1 Proposed System Block Diagram 
 
The framework here comprises of a camera to identify the picture in the fire occurrence. The framework 

additionally comprises of temperature sensor. In view of the sensor esteems, the camera catches the picture and 
transmits it to the controller. The picture is prepared by the MATLAB programming. At that point it sends order to the 
client utilizing Zigbee. In view of the transmitted information, the client sends charge to the robot area. Presently the 
robot works the Water showering Mechanism. And furthermore a message is transmitted to the Mobile telephone. 

It is realized that the innovative headways are expanding at a quicker pace. Be that as it may, the use of 
innovations in different areas are low. So we propose a mechanized Robotics framework where it consequently 
faculties an event of fire. The robot takes controlling area without anyone else in view of the client predefined charge. 
By utilizing camera it will constantly observing If any fire mishap happen or not. Regardless of whether any fire 
mishap happens it will naturally enact a water showering instrument. The framework gives a mechanized fire checking 
and leeway framework. 

 
            Fig.2 Circuit Diagram of the Proposed System 
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Past System Analysis 
In existing system only consists of a fire detection and indication system. Here no command is transmitted to 

the user section. Based on the detection, only event occurrence is specified. So we propose a system where the robot 
automatically services the fire incident. The past system implementation contains several disadvantages, some of them 
are listed below: (i) Fire detection is only performed and (ii) Fails to provide solution. 
 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM SUMMARY 
 

The proposed system here overcomes the disadvantages explained by the existing system. The system here 
consists of a camera to detect the image in the fire incident. The system also consists of temperature sensor. Based on 
the sensor values, the camera captures the image and transmits it to the controller. The image is processed by the 
MATLAB software. Then it sends command to the user using Zigbee. Based on the transmitted data, the user sends 
command to the robot section. Now the robot operates the Water spraying Mechanism. And also a message is 
transmitted to the Mobile phone. The proposed system implementation contains several advantages, some of them are 
listed below: (i) Fire fighting mechanism reduces the risk and (ii) Waiting time is eliminated. 

 
_____________________________________ 
Proposed System Algorithm Precedence 
 
Step-1: The camera is used to capture image of surrounding and transmits it using Zigbee 
Step-2: The temperature sensor values are monitored and values are given to controller. 
Step-3: Based on the temperature values, an alert message is transmitted to the concerned person’s mobile 
Step-4: The water spraying mechanism is activated to fight the fire. 
Step-5: The robot clears the fire in that area.  
______________________________________ 
 

III. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

In the year of 2010, the authors "J. W. Wang, W. H. Ip, and W. J. Zhang" proposed a paper titled "An 
integrated road construction and resource planning approach to the evacuation of victims from single source to multiple 
destinations", in that they described such as: this framework shows our examination on the crisis asset arranging issue, 
especially on the improvement of another way to deal with asset arranging through contraflow systems with thought of 
the repair of harmed foundations. The contraflow system is gone for turning around activity streams in at least one 
inbound paths of a separated interstate for the outbound course.  
Instead of the present writing, our approach has the accompanying striking focuses: (1) concurrent thought of 
contraflow and repair of repair of streets; (2) grouping of casualties as far as their issues and earnestness in sending 
them to a sheltered place or place to be dealt with; and (3) thought of numerous goals for casualties.  

A recreated analyze is additionally depicted by contrasting our approach and a few varieties of our approach. 
The trial comes about demonstrate that our approach can prompt a diminishment in clearing time by over half, instead 
of the first asset activity on the harmed transportation organize, and by around 20%, rather than the approach with asset 
replanning (just) on the harmed arrange. Moreover, the multiobjective enhancement calculation to unravel our model 
can be summed up to other system asset arranging issues under foundation harm. 

In the year of 2012, the authors "A. Y. Saber and G. K. Venayagamoorthy" proposed a paper titled "Resource 
scheduling under uncertainty in a smart grid with renewables and plug-in vehicles", in that they described such as: the 
power framework and transportation segment are our planet's principle wellsprings of ozone harming substance 
discharges. Sustainable power sources (RESs), for the most part wind and sun oriented, can lessen emanations from the 
electric vitality segment; be that as it may, they are exceptionally discontinuous.  

In like manner, cutting edge module vehicles, which incorporate module crossover electric vehicles and 
electric vehicles with vehicle-to-matrix ability, alluded to as gridable vehicles (GVs) by the creators, can lessen 
discharges from the transportation segment. GVs can be utilized as burdens, vitality sources (little versatile power 
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plants) and vitality stockpiling units in a brilliant lattice incorporated with sustainable power sources. Be that as it may, 
vulnerability encompasses the controllability of GVs. 

Estimated stack is utilized as a part of unit duty (UC); notwithstanding, the real load generally contrasts from 
the guage one. Along these lines, UC with module vehicles under vulnerability in a brilliant lattice is exceptionally 
unpredictable considering savvy charging and releasing to and from different vitality sources and loads to decrease both 
cost and discharges.  

An arrangement of legitimate situations is considered for the vulnerabilities of wind and sun oriented vitality 
sources, load and GVs. In this paper, an enhancement calculation is utilized to limit the normal cost and discharges of 
the UC plan for the arrangement of situations. Results are introduced demonstrating that the savvy matrix can possibly 
maximally use RESs and GVs to decrease cost and outflows from the power framework and transportation part.   

In the year of 2013, the authors "Y.-J. Zheng and H.-F. Ling" proposed a paper titled "Emergency 
transportation planning in disaster relief supply chain management: A cooperative fuzzy optimization approach", in that 
they described such as: crisis transportation is the most imperative piece of catastrophe alleviation store network 
activities, and its arranging issue dependably includes various goals, complex limitations, and inalienable vulnerability. 
In light of the investigation of a few cataclysmic event that happened in China since 2007, we propose a multi-objective 
fluffy improvement issue of crisis transportation arranging in catastrophe help supply chains, which mulls over three 
transportation modes: air, rail, and street.  

To adapt to the vulnerability, we utilize three associated fluffy positioning criteria, and characterize the β 
strength connection for assessing the arrangements of the issue. To productively take care of the issue, we build up a 
helpful streamlining strategy that partitions the coordinated issue into an arrangement of subcomponents, develops the 
sub-arrangements simultaneously, and unites the sub-answers for develop finish arrangements. The proposed strategy is 
viable, versatile, and hearty, and along these lines contributes incredibly to the execution of crisis transportation 
arranging in a fiasco administration. 
 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

The following figure illustrates the MATLAB resulting view of the proposed system design. 
 

 
 

Fig.3(a) MATLAB Result – No Fire Scenario 
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Fig.3(b) MATLAB Result –Fire Scenario 
 
The following figure illustrates the hardware design view of the Proposed System design. 
 

 
 

Fig.4 Hardware Design of Proposed System 
  

V. CONCLUSION 
 
 Through this we can conclude that a robot can be used in place of humans reducing the risk of life of the 
firefighters. We can use them in our homes, labs, offices etc. They provide us greater efficiency to detect the flame and 
it can be extinguish before it become uncontrollable and threat to life. Hence, this robot can play a crucial role. 
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